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FREE Multi-Hazard Risk
Mapping Available
WAKEFIELD, MA - Natural disasters are becoming
more frequent and intense. It seems like 100 year
events are occurring very frequently with greater intensity. It is therefore important for states and communities to become more familiar with the types of events
that could occur and their potential impact.
NESEC is funded by the Department of Homeland
Security Federal Emergency Management Agency (to
provide state and local governments with maps and
reports of their risk from floods, hurricanes, and earthquakes. This service can help a jurisdiction enhance
their existing hazard mitigation program and take preventative measures against damage from these events.
NESEC will create a map of critical facilities and
structures within your community/region based on
available and user-provided data. We will gather available aerial and satellite imagery and compile it into an
orthophoto base map of your area. Mapping critical
and essential facilities over hazard-impacted areas can
help you visualize damage to your hospitals, fire and
police stations, EOC, shelters and more. NESEC will

Flood inundation of wastewater treatment plant
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provide you with an easy-to understand assessment report
covering the economic impacts of any given earthquake,
hurricane, or flood affecting your community. The reports
Continued on Page 2

Vermont Holds Critical Facilities Leaders Meeting
BURLINGTON, VT – The Vermont
Geological Survey in partnership with
the Vermont Division of Emergency
Management and Homeland Security,
NESEC, and FEMA held a meeting on
November 12, 2014. The goal was to
educate local critical facilities owners
and operators about the seismic hazard
in Vermont and non-structural mitigation of damage. Mike Griffin, a seismic hazard consultant for FEMA, was
a featured speaker and trainer at the
meeting, presenting FEMA E-74
Training, Reducing the Risks of Non-

structural Earthquake Damage.
While earthquakes may not be as frequent nor the shaking as severe as seismic
events on the west coast, earthquakes have
occurred in the east that have affected
Vermont. Using videos of “shake table”
earthquake simulations, Griffin showed
how while the structural integrity of a
building largely remains intact during less
violent events, it is the unsecured ceilings,
furniture and equipment inside of a building that can cause damage and casualties.
These losses can add up to be significant, FEMA E-74 Earthquake

Continued on Page 3 Nonstructural Mitigation Guide
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Massachusetts and New York
City Release Emergency Apps

FREE Multi-Hazard Risk Mapping

FRAMINGHAM, MA - Smartphones have become
omnipresent in today's society and can be a vital tool in
getting information out to thousands of people instantly.
Recently, the Massachusetts Emergency Management
Agency (MEMA) updated their previous Ping4Alerts
app, now called Massachusetts Alerts. Available for both
Apple and Android products,
this app sends out real-time
emergency notifications and
gives tips on being prepared
for disasters. Users can set
their location to be given personalized information, such
as their proximity to an event.
MEMA uses the app to send
out critical information such
as evacuation or shelter-inplace alerts.
In October the New York
City Office of Emergency
Management also launched
an app with similar purpose
called Ready NYC. This app
is currently only available for
Example MEMA Alert Apple products, but will be
released for Android in the
MEMA IMAGE
near future.
Along with providing real-time updates and preparedness tips, it helps families to make a plan and share it
with friends. It also can store important information like
emergency contacts or health insurance for easy access
during a disaster.
If you live in either Massachusetts or New York City,
you can download the app by visiting the Apple or
Google Play store, or following the directions in the
links above.

include hazard maps, dollar damage estimates, shelter
requirements, debris estimates, critical infrastructure and
facility functionality and much much more. This report

Ready NYC Planning and Notification windows

Continued from Page 1

Sample map estimating dollar damage from flooding

can be an important tool for hazard mitigation, planning,
operations, training exercises and more.
NESEC has provided hazard risk assessments to the
City of Boston MA, Nashua NH, Ipswich, MA, FEMA
Region 1, the states of Maine, Connecticut, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and others.
If your agency or organization is interested in obtaining NESEC’s assistance with Multi-Hazard Risk Mapping, please visit the Risk Mapping page of nesec.org
and fill out our simple request form.

NESEC Launches New Website
WAKEFIELD, MA - NESEC is about to launch its new
website at www.nesec.org. The redesigned site features
easier to read pages about northeast hazards and an updated form to request NESEC’s FREE Multi-Hazard Risk
Mapping service. It also features a rotating slider showing
images of natural disasters that have occurred across the
northeast states. The site was designed by John Potter Media, a local web design company. Visit www.nesec.org to
check it out!
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New Hampshire Aims to Reduce Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
CONCORD, NH - New Hampshire Governor Maggie Hassan
recently signed a proclamation to declare November as Carbon
Monoxide Awareness month. Carbon monoxide (CO) is produced whenever fuels such as gas, oil, kerosene, wood, or charcoal is burned. As the winter months come upon us, use of fuel
for heating increases the potential for elevated levels of carbon
monoxide. Improperly used Emergency generators also pose a
significant CO threat.
Nationwide, hundreds of people die accidentally every year
from CO poisoning. Unvented space heaters should never be
used as a primary source of heat. Should your family need to use
a space heater, be sure to install a carbon monoxide alarm. Fire
departments respond to many New Hampshire households for
CO concerns each year. That is why CO alarms are so important.
Infants, elderly people, unborn babies, and people with anemia
or with a history of heart or respiratory disease can be especially
susceptible. Symptoms of CO poisoning may include headache,
dizziness, weakness, nausea, vomiting, sleepiness, and confusion. Do not ignore symptoms, particularly if more than one person is feeling them. If you suspect CO poisoning, get outside to
fresh air immediately, and then call 911.

Vermont Critical Facility Meeting
Continued from Page 1

even if the exterior of the building still stands.
The idea of damaging earthquakes seems foreign to
many in the northeast, though small earthquakes occur
quite often. The new release of the USGS Seismic Hazard
Map helps to illustrate that there is a moderate earthquake
hazard in Vermont. The meeting hoped to inspire attendees to mitigate earthquake damage to critical facilities
that can be essential to responding to assist others during a
crisis.
The meeting was supported by NESEC using National
Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP) funds
provide by FEMA. The Burlington Free Press participated
in the entire meeting and wrote an extensive article.

Mike Griffin trains critical facilities managers
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Support NESEC by Shopping
at Amazon.com!
WAKEFIELD, MA - NESEC has developed a fundraising partnership with Amazon. When you shop for
the holidays or anytime during the year, use the link
below and Amazon will give up to 4% of what you
spend to the Northeast States Emergency Consortium!
You pay the same price, and Amazon takes the
amount from their profits to support NESEC as a 501
(c)(3) non-profit organization. So when shopping
Amazon - Think NESEC! Your purchases will help
support emergency management activities in the
Northeast.
Simply click below to shop Amazon and support
NESEC. We appreciate your support and wish you a
Happy Holiday Season!

Support NESEC by Shopping for
the Holidays at
Amazon.com!
When you use the link below to buy at Amazon.com, you pay the
same price and Amazon gives NESEC 4% of the proceeds.

This space is available in upcoming editions of NESEC NEWS. For a sponsorship donation of $295, you can place
your corporate message or graphic here. For more information, please see our sponsorships page.
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